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STUDENT OBJECTIVES 

Students will: 

• Agree to follow established “Discussion Group Guidelines” for group formation 

and interaction. 

• Choose what to read off of Reading Olympic booklist and establish their own 

schedule for reading and discussing books, thus taking responsibility for their own 

literacy learning. 

• Read for the sheer joy of it, learning to value one another as readers and learners.  

• Check email regularly and attend Reading Olympic Meetings in library. 

MEETINGS 

During Reading Olympic Meetings: 

• Students decide what to read and check books out from library at circulation desk.  

Must be mindful of due dates. 

• Students must take 5-10 minutes and free write about the book they are reading on 

the library webpage.  (This must happen before our verbal discussion). 

 



• Students will briefly discuss what they have read and map out what to read next. 

They may discuss what will happen next in the book, how they feel about what 

they've read so far, or how the book compares to other books that they have read.  

CREATE 

For the year, students must choose to complete 3 of the following: 

• iMovie Book Trailer (must include Book Title/Author and synopsis of book.  

Should be announcement worthy and ready to entice new readers! 

• A poster for their book that contains the Book Title and Author is bold.  The 

poster should act as an advertisement to promote reading.   

• Book club members can post their reactions to their reading on the Library 

Reading Olympics Webpage (this is separate from your free-writing during 

meetings online).  

COMPETITION 

• What do you want our name to be? Decide upon a name!  

• Design t-shirts! 

• Have every book covered! 

• Have a pre-pizza party before jumping on bus and heading to Wissahickon HS for 

competition (parent permission forms will be mandatory)  

 



DISCUSSION GUIDELINES FOR PARTICIPANTS (ideals taken froy Kaite 
Mediatore Stover, Head of Readers’ Services, Kansas City Public Library) 

Interruptions — I understand that we will get very excited listening to another RO 
member talk about their books.  Please try to not interrupt while another person is 
speaking.  

Monopolizing Conversation — When it is your time to speak, try your best to 
summarize the books in the most succinct way.  Being longwinded can draw out our 
meeting time and throw us off kilter.   

Keeping the group on the topic of the book — Try to keep the conversation on topic.  
Sometimes we can waver to real life scenarios and how the book applies to our own lives 
which is a wonderful way to reflect, but try to not waver too far away from the topic at 
hand.   

Listen carefully to what is said by participants — Listen quietly and rephrase a 
reader’s comments or question to be sure you and others understand what was meant.  

QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT BEFORE MEETING DISCUSSIONS: 

1. How does the title reflect the book?  
2. Which character do you think is the voice of the author? 
3. Is the main character likeable? Why or why not? 
4. Did the author leave loose ends? What were they? 
5. What do you think the author wanted the reader to get out of the book? 
6. What makes a minor character memorable? Why is this character important to the 

story? 
7. What do you think happens to the characters next? (after the last page is turned) 
8. Would you recommend this book? Why or why not? If yes, what would you say 

about it? 
9. Why was this book selected for discussion? 
10. Would this book make a good movie? (cast the film) 

Further questions for discussion 

1. What makes the book distinctive? 
2. Is the period in which the book is set important to the theme? Why? Are the 

values presented dated? How? 
3. Is the setting of the book important to the theme? Why? How realistic is the 

setting?  
4. Does the theme of the book relate to the protagonist's gender? How? 
5. What did the author attempt to do in the book? Was it successful? 
6. What is the author's worldview? 
7. Were the plot and subplots believable? Were they interesting?  
8. Did the author leave loose ends? What were they? 



9. How understandable were the motivations of the characters? What motivated the 
behavior of the characters? 

10. How is the book structured? Flashbacks? From one point of view? Why do you 
think the author chose to write the book this way? 

11. How does the language of the book help convey the theme?  
12. Does the author rely heavily on imagery and symbolism? 

Talking about a book no one liked 

1. At what point did you decide to give up on the book and why? 
2. What made you keep reading to the end? 
3. Which character did you dislike the most? 
4. Are any of the situations in this book realistic? 
5. Does the dialogue sound natural? 
6. What could the author have changed to make this a book you would have 

enjoyed? 
7. Would this book have been better in another format? (i.e. as an audiocassette or 

film) 

 


